Exotrex 2: A Scientific Space Adventure for Middle Schoolers
The Mission: Challenge your students to take a role in finding new home for humanity! In
the not-too-distant future, life on Earth has become unsustainable due to rampant
population growth and devastating climate change. Colonies on the moon and Mars are
failing and the only hope for a new home for humanity will be on a suitable exoplanet.
While playing Exotrex 2, your students will test their training and explore the planets of
Venus and Mercury and Saturn’s moon Titan to see if they have what it takes to explore
the exoplanets for a new home for humanity. Exotrex 2 reviews basic laws of physics as
students land and navigate probes, then students must hone their chemistry skills to
analyze the data that they receive about each site. The adventure is not complete without
some mishaps along the way that force students to demonstrate working knowledge of
types of energy.
Background: Dr. Gerald Burke is a universe-renowned scientist with the World Astronauts
Corporation and he has invented B.E.A.K.E.R which is a breakthrough way to power an ion
propulsion spacecraft primarily through chemical reactions. Astronauts can travel close
to the speed of light while not having to take on fuel as part of the payload. This
revolutionary discovery has made travel and colonization of exoplanets into the realm of
possibility. Exotrex 2 introduces Estella Burke, the daughter of Dr. Gerald to oversee this
next installment in the Exotrex series.
Exotrex 2 Format: Players are welcomed onto a Mars orbital station where they will be
given tutorial on upgrades to their state-of-the-art spaceship that will service their
missions in the solar system. They will have the opportunity to explore in-depth the
planets of the solar system through an interactive database but they must choose a
mission to conduct on either Venus, Mercury and Titan. Each mission consists of a
deployment game in which students navigate to investigate the planet or moon, a
collection game that challenges students to navigate the idiosyncrasies of each
destination and an analysis game where students determine the chemical compounds
present on each planet or moon. Ships fail as well and students will also be faced with an
emergency during the game play!
Mini-Games:
Name of Mini-Game

Mercury Games*

Mercury Probe Lander

Mercury Rover
Mercury Particle
Analysis

Learning Objective
- Adjust velocity, speed and
acceleration to land a probe on
surface of Mercury

Purpose in Exotrex 2
As players explore possible new
planets for humanity they need to
gather on-the-ground evidence.

- Identify the cause of Mercury’s
severe fluctuation in temperatures
- Identify why Mercury has a very
thin atmosphere
-Identify the chemical make-up of
the crust of Mercury.

Players collect samples of Mercury’s
crust to pulverize and send data back
to the orbiting spaceship for analysis.
As players analyze the chemical
compounds present on Mercury they
will be able to better determine its
suitability for colonization.

Name of Mini-Game

Titan Games*

Titan Probe Lander

Titan Rover

-Decipher and identify the steps of
the Methane cycle

Name of Mini-Game

Learning Objective
-Determine that the clouds of above
Venus are composed of droplets of
sulfuric acid
- Identify the cause of elevated
temperatures of Venus are due to
an extreme greenhouse gas effect

Venus Particle
Analysis

Purpose in Exotrex 2
-As players explore possible new
planets for humanity they need to
gather on-the-ground evidence.

- Identify the chemical structure of
methane
Players collect liquid samples of
-Define cryo-volcano and its place in methane from Titan and send data
the methane cycle of Titan
back to the orbiting spaceship for
analysis.

Methane Cycle
Puzzle

Atmospheric Probe
Venus Games*

Learning Objective
- Adjust velocity, speed and
acceleration to land a probe on
surface of Titan

-Identify the atmospheric make-up
of Venus to be 96% Carbon Dioxide
and the cause of intense
greenhouse effect and heat

-Something goes wrong in the
transmission of data from the rover
and players must decipher the data in
order to give a full report on the
physical characteristics of Titan.
Purpose in Exotrex 2
-As players explore possible new
planets for humanity they need to
gather evidence to determine
planetary characteristics

As players analyze the molecular
structure of liquid samples from Titan
they will be able to better determine
its suitability for colonization.

* All mini-games can be played leisurely in Exotrex 2 by clicking on Missions

Anytime Games*

Name of Mini-Game
Mission Launch

Energy game

Learning Objective
-Balance chemical equations by
determining the individual chemical
components

Purpose in Exotrex 2
The successful completion of Mission
Launch fuels the B.E.A.K.E.R engine
which powers the spaceship.

-Identify thermal, mechanical, and
electrical energy.

The energy game comes as a surprise
as the life support systems fail and
players must jumpstart the electrical
systems with different types of energy

Exotrex 2 Standards Alignment:
Next Generation Science Standards
MS-PS-1.1 Develop models to describe the atomic composition of simple molecules and
extended structures.
MS-PS-2.1 - Apply Newton’s Third Law to design a solution to a problem involving the
motion of two colliding objects.
MS-PS-2.4 Construct and present arguments using evidence to support the claim that
gravitational interactions are attractive and depend on the masses of interacting objects.
MS-PS-3.4 Plan an investigation to determine the relationships among the energy
transferred, the type of matter, the mass, and the change in the average kinetic energy
of the particles as measured by the temperature of the sample.
MS-ESS - 1.3: Analyze and interpret data to determine scale properties of objects in the
solar system.
MS-ESS - 2.4 Develop a model to describe the cycling of water through Earth’s systems
driven by energy from the sun and the force of gravity.

Common Core State Standards
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.1
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts.

